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Since the inception in 1 972 of Reserve augmentation as
the primary mode of Reserve Training, the information needs
of personnel responsible for the management and administra-
tion of the Reserve Training Program has steadily increased.
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the information needs
of these personnel and to evaluate the capability of the
present Reserve Management Information Systems to meet these
needs. It was found through this examination that the present
reserve systems do contain useful and necessary information,
however, in general, there is a need for more detailed and
specific training related data that is not now available.
To be useful as a Management Decision Support System [jj for
Reserve Training additional data in the areas of correspondence
course participation, Active Duty for Training performance and
advancement history and servicewide examine participation must
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Since the inception of the Reserve Augmentation Program as
the primary mode of Reserve Training and the expansion of the
missions and responsibilities of the Coast Guard and Coast
Guard Reserve, the information needs of management and admin-
istrative personnel at all levels of the program has steadily
and dynamically increased. With this increase, a need for an
accurate and timely source of information became apparent.
The Reserve Personnel Management Information System (RPMIS)
was developed in an attempt to fill this information need.
The system development was to be undertaken in two phases.
Phase I concerning initial system hardware and software devel-
opment and data base development for monitoring the Reserve
Administrative Program. The development of this phase has
been completed and is now operational. Phase II has not been
developed.
Phase II was to expand the data base of the RPMIS system
to include the data necessary to monitor and control the
Reserve Training Program. It is the purpose of this thesis to
analyze the Reserve Training Program and develop the data base
information requirements necessary to monitor all functions
of the Reserve Training Program.
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II. COAST GUARD RSSERVE PROGRAM BACKGROUND
A. COAST GUARD ORGANIZATION
The Coast Guard is organized with its Headquarters in
Washington, D. C. under the direction of the Commandant of
the Coast Guard. There are two Coast Guard Area Commanders
who have dual responsibilities, the Atlantic Area Commander
and the Pacific Area Commander. The Area Commanders are in
charge of the districts within their respective areas and
deal only with specific operational inspections and training
matters and operational situations that involve more than one
district. The twelve Coast Guard Districts throughout the
Coast Guard generally report directly to the Commandant of
the Coast Guard. The district boundaries are shown in Figure
1.
Coast Guard Headquarters and each District is divided
into divisions, with each division responsible for a specific
Coast Guard mission or general program area. The Reserve
Division at both Coast Guard Headquarters and the District is
responsible for the administration of the Coast Guard Reserve
Programs. Each district is responsible for the training of
reservists and the administration of the Reserve Program within
its boundaries. Exceptions to this policy are the Fourteenth
and Seventeenth Districts. Because of the small numbers of
reservists within each of these Districts, the Seventeenth
District Reserve Program has been placed under the administra-





















District Reserve Program is controlled by the Fourteenth
District Operations Division £2*]. Figure 2 shows an organ-
izational chart for the primary Coast Guard Divisions at the
Headquarters and District level that are responsible for the
administration of the Reserve Programs.
As shown in Figure 2, each District is further subdivided
into Reserve Groups and Reserve Units which coincide as closely
as possible to the regular Coast Guard structure. The func-
tions indicated in Figure 2 of Reserve Training, Programs, and
Administration which are shown at both the District and Head-
quarters levels are also at either the Reserve Group or Unit
level. The specific location of these responsibilities depends
on whether the Units within the Group are responsible for their
own administration. This division of administrative responsi-
bility varies between Districts and may also vary between
Reserve Groups within the same District l3J« Tne number of
Reserve Groups and Units varies in each District with organi-
zational and operational requirements.
This administrative organization would not, however, affect
the administration chain-of-command which would be:
1 . Reserve Division Headquarters
2. Reserve Division District
3. Commander Reserve Group
i\.» Commanding Officer Reserve Unit

















































B. RESERVE DIVISION RESPONSIBILITIES
Each Reserve Division is responsible for the administra-
tion of the Reserve Program within its District. As shown in
Figure 2 these responsibilities have been divided into three
areas
:





The Reserve Training Branch of the Reserve Division
and the equivalent Training Officer at the Group or Unit level
is responsible for the following areas:
a. Administration of the correspondence cource pro-
gram, including enrollment and maintenance of required records
and reports.
b. Formulation and administration of the unit/district
training program to the end that training received prepares
the reservists for their mobilization assignments. Monitor
individual progress and maintain necessary records.
c. Coordinate and monitor both the Inactive Duty for
Training (IDT) and the Active Duty for Training (ADT) programs.
d. Coordinate, administer and monitor the servicewide
examination program.




f. Monitor Active Duty for Training (ADT) pay.
g. Coordinate and control the IDT and ADT augmentation
programs ^2,1;J .
2. Reserve Programs
At some Units, Groups or Districts the Reserve Programs
area of responsibility may be merged with Reserve Training.
The Program Branch is responsible for the following areas:
a. Formulation of the budget at the District and Head-
quarters level.
b. Maintenance of the Reserve Mobilization System.
c. Ordering and control of supplies, clothing and
other items needed by, and authorized for, the Reserve Units
KJ.
3. Reserve Administration
The Reserve Administration Branch is responsible for:
a. At the District level maintenance of the present
Reserve Personnel Management Information System (RPMIS).
b. Maintenance of all service and health records and
related items.
c. Administration and monitoring of all Inactive Duty
for Training (IDT) pay.
d. Maintain files in accordance with current direc-
tives £2"].
The duties of these branches are very much interrelated
and interdependent for information and records necessary to
18

perform effectively and efficiently. These responsibilities
may also vary at some levels of Command or with individual
District organizational structure.o s
C. THE COAST GUARD RESERVE PROGRAM
1
. History
The United States Coast Guard Reserve was initially
established by Public Law 76-152 (53 Stat. 75k) on 23 June 1939.
Cn 19 February 1 9l|1 , Public Law 77-8 (55 Stat. 9) changed the
name of the then existing Coast Guard Reserve to the Auxiliary
and the Coast Guard Reserve was established. This program
was modelled after the already existing United States Naval
Reserve. Other important legislation that has affected the
Coast Guard Reserve Program is:
a. Universal Military Training and Service Act
(UMT and S).
b. Armed Forces Reserve Act of 1952 (AFRA).
c. Reserve Officer Personnel Act of 1951+ (ROPA).
d. The Reserve Forces Act of 1955.
e. Military Selective Service Act of 1967.
f. Emergency Augmentation 11+ USC 761^. L 2 J.
2. Mission
The Coast Guard Reserve is the reserve component of
the United States Coast Guard. The mission of the reserve
components of the Armed Forces was originally established by
the Armed Forces Reserve Act (AFRA) of 1952, and restated for
19

the Coast Guard Reserve in Title 10, United States Code. It
states that the purpose of the Coa3t Guard Reserve is:
"...To provide trained units and qualified
persons available for active duty in the Coast
Guard, in time of war or national emergency and
at such other times the national security requires,
to fill the needs of the Coast Guard whenever,
during, and after the period needed to procure and
train additional units and qualified persons to
achieve the planned mobilization, more units and ^ _
persons are needed than are in the regular components. " [l;
J
In order to achieve and maintain the state of readiness
required to perform this mission effectively the Coast Guard
Reserve shifted its primary mode of reserve training during
the period 1971-1972, from formal classroom instruction to
direct augmentation of regular Coast Guard Units during both
Inactive Duty for Training (IDT) and Active Duty for Training
(ADT). Reservists would perform identical functions and tasks
and frequently would replace menbers of the regular service
during periods of IDT and ADT duty and during periods of
domestic emergencies. The current Coast Guard directives con-
cerning the performance of reservists requires each reservist
to spend b%% of their available IDT and ADT duty time perform-
ing augmentation \_k]»
3. Coast Guard Augmentation Training Program
The shift from traditional formal classroom instruction
to augmentation as the primary mode of reserve training has
produced favorable results [^-J* Augmentation has been officially
defined as, "any reserve activity that supports effective train-
ing for mobilization while meeting a stated need of an element
20

of the regular Coast Guard." |_2j This very broad definition
of augmentation permits the use of reservists in all types of
duty that an active duty Coast Guardsman might be expected to
encounter. Augmentation is accomplished by detailing reserv-
ists to regular operating units to assist them in the perfor-
mance of their assigned responsibilities and mission(s).
Several major benefits accrue from the Reserve Augmentation
Program:
a. The reserve benefits by improved practical exper-
ience in Coast Guard mission areas while involving the reserv-
ist more completely in the daily operations of the regular
Coast Guard, enhancing their sense of accomplishing training
which is similar to, and valuable for, mobilization readiness.
b. The operating force benefits by having additional
trained manpower available on a scheduled basis, particularly
during periods of peak operations [Vj.
Reservists perform augmentation in the following
mission areas:
a. Port Safety and Security (PSS).
b. Search and Rescue (3AR).
c. Enforcement of Laws and Treaties (SLT).
d. Marine Environmental Protection (HEP).
e. Commercial Vessel Safety (CVS).
f. Aids to Navigation (AN).
g. Military Preparedness (MP).
21

h. Recreational Boating Safety (RPS),
i. Recruiting.
j. Support Augmentation.
Although this shift in the primary mode of reserve
training has greatly improved the readiness capabilities of
reservists, it has also increased the complexity of the admin-
istration and training requirements and procedures necessary
to control and manage the Reserve Program.
Control is further complicated at all levels, as
Reserve Units no longer meet as complete entities one weekend
each month. Augmentation is scheduled and performed by indi-
vidual reservists as needed to meet the regular units' opera-
tional needs. Augmentation both on IDT and ADT is performed
by individual reservists, not units as it had been prior to
the establishment of the augmentation program.
The Coast Guard is responsible to ensure that reserv-
ists are fully qualified to perform their assigned mobiliza-
tion missions. Specific training and mobilization requirements
have been established to ensure that the reservist assigned to
specific mobilization billets obtain the required skills and
training. Modern military strategy depends on the ability of
each reserve component to mobilize and deploy qualified person-
nel in a short time period to assure a swift and orderly tran-
sition from peacetime to wartime or state of emergency L2J,
The ability to complete this transition will depend on the
efficiency and effectiveness of the training received by each
22

reservist and the closeness of this training to assigned
mobilization requirements. Development and control of train-
ing programs will greatly assist the successful completion of
this primary objective.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS
A. DEFINITION OP A MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM
At this time in the literature there is not universal
agreement among managers and computer scientists on a firm
consensus definition for a Management Information System (MIS).
Some of the definitions that have been developed are
:
"An MIS System, fundamentally, is a financial
control system which is the principal basis of a
good planning system DO* "
•"A MIS is a system of people, equipment, pro-
cedures, documents, and communications that collects,
validates, operates on, transforms, stores, retrieves,
and presents data for use in planning, budgeting,
accounting, controlling, and other management pro-
cesses for various management purposes 0G»"
"A management information system may be defined
as an organized method of providing management with
information needed for decisions, when it is needed
and in a form which aids understanding and stimulates
action [jj. "
"A MIS is an integrated, man/machine system for
providing information to support the operations,
management, and decision making functions in an
organization. The system utilizes computer hardware
and software, manual procedures, management and
decision models, and a data-base [*8J.
"
From these definitions it can be said that each manager
has a different concept of a MIS. There is no specific system
23

envisioned when the general term MIS is mentioned. Each
person has their own definition. The following are brief




This type of information system is always the most
sophisticated, where the machine is more the worker and the
man more the designer, director, observer, or user. Elec-
tronic computers with all of the associated hardware to com-
plement and connect them are involved in a full blown auto-
matic data processing system.
2. Formal/Non-Automated
This system includes all those conventions, procedures,
media, that are formally prescribed, legally required, or by
habit adhered to; but which are implemented either manually or
with minor equipment. The predominant effort is clerical.
3. Informal/Formal
This system could well be a more powerful information
system in the key management sphere than any other output of
any part of the entire MIS. This is the product of organized
advisory staff work; the formal staff meeting where problems
are discussed; and the work of formally chartered groups such
as a board of directors.
i|. Informal/ Informal
A system of this sort can be information passed at a
cocktail party, a network of personal letters, the grapevine
21;

or any other system of information exchange. This is included
because to some extent it does carry information and influences
management decisions L7J.
3. DATA MANIPULATION FUNCTION IN A MIS
Data are the heart of a MIS, the establishment of data
needs are essential in the development of any sophisticated
information system. Data have value to the extent that they
can be retrieved, processed, and presented to the manager
needing it within the time allowed for the decision or action
to which it applies. Data that cannot be located, processed
or retrieved on time, have no value in the decision process.
A MIS envisions the availability of a fairly comprehensive
set of stored data in order to provide information to support
operations, management, and decision making in an organization.
The system must be able to selectively retrieve various com-
binations of stored data on demand of the manager. The mana-
ger's requirements for information are rarely fixed and vary
with the dynamic nature of the organization.
C. DATA BAS2 APPROACH
A data base may be defined as
:
"...a collection of interrelated data, stored
together without harmful or unnecessary redundancy
to serve one or more applications in an optimal
fashion; the data are stored so that they are in-
dependent of programs which use the data; a common
and controlled approach is used in adding new data and
in modifying and retrieving existing data within the
database. One system is said to contain a collection




During recent years data base systems and so called inter-
grated data bases have received greater attention from both
managers and computer personnel. The terms data base, data
bank, intergrated data base are used synonymously by most
managers to indicate the internal repository, in a logical
sense, of all automated data available to an organization.
The general objectives of a data base approach is the
elimination or minimization of data fragmentation, data redun-
dancy, and inconsistent data manipulation which is typical of
many file processing environments [10,11 1.
The use of a data base system in a MIS will allow for a
centralized control of the data within the organization, data
redundancy reduction, minimization of inconsistencies in the
stored data, utilization of data for one or more applications,
and a better logical data organization. The data base plan
must be a subset of the overall data processing plan. Devel-
opment of the data base system is based on a statement of
goals to be achieved within the data base system. These goals
must be based on the organizational requirements of the indi-
vidual managers that are involved in the MIS design and develop-
ment. These objectives must come from the users of the system.
The commitment to a data base approach is a major decision
of an organization. Essential to the success of the develop-
ment and implementation of the data base system is the support
of the user in the design and analysis of the system needs ["9,1 0L
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D. INFORMATION ANALYSIS APPROACH
1 . General
An HIS envisions the availability of a fairly compre-
hensive set of stored data in order to provide information to
support operations, management, and decision making in an or-
ganization. This concept is what King £lj calls the develop-
ment of a Management Decision Support System (MD33). Xing
defines a MDSS as
:
"The term ... is used to describe a "wide variety
of systems which have the direct objective of support-
ing management decision making. Thus, a management
information system (MIS) is an MDSS if it is designed
with the primary objective of managerial decision
support.... The criteria used here to distinguish a
system as a MDSS are the system's primary objective
and the basis for its design and development. Only
those systems which have the direct and primary
objective of supporting managerial decision making,
and which are designed and developed to accomplish
that objective are to be considered Management Decision
Support Systems MDSS." CO
The system must then be able to selectively retrieve
various combinations of stored data on demand in support of
the decision in question. This approach addresses itself to
the development of a MIS which focuses on the analysis of the
information requirements necessary to support the management
decision-making process. This type of system has been referred
to as, "Management Decision Support System" \J ,1 2,1 3,1li,1 5j •
The informational analysis approach to system design in-




a. Identification of User Set and Interfacing
Organizations
b. Identification of Decision Areas
c. Definition of Decision Areas
d. Model Development
e. Determination of Requirements
2. Identification of User Set and Interfacing
Organizations
The user sets involved in the design of a MIS is the
set of all those managers who have been designated to be the
primary users of the MIS system that is under development.
This set of users must be clearly and specifically defined
prior to the development of the system IJ2J.
3. Identification of Decision Areas
A decision inventory related to the planning function
of the users of the system must be developed. This set in-
volves the identification of all the decisions that the user
managers must make using the information provided by the
system.
[j_. Definition of Decision Areas
This step involves the process of expanding each of
the decision areas into its subdecision sets so that each
decision that must be made can be considered independently.
The decision areas are divided into decision elements on the
basis of:
a. Homogeniety
b. Need for a common information input
28

c. Need for a common information output
d. User responsible for the decision element [_ 1 2_J
•
5. Model Development
This step involves the use of the information provided
in the earlier analysis of the system requirements to develop
a model of the organizational system which is relevant to the
MIS. The purpose of the model development is to develop a
model of the management decision process. This model then
provides the basic framework for the system development process.
6. Determination of Requirements
This is the final step in the development process.
The information requirements are developed to perform the
tasks identified in the analysis process \J\ 2!j
.
2. VALUE 0? INFORMATION
The value of information is based on its attributes, and
because of the conceptual nature of information, some of those
attributes are difficult to measure. The list of these attri-
butes, as given by Bench and Strater \J\6j follows:
1 . Accessibility
This refers to the ease and speed with which an infor-
mation output can be obtained.
2. Comprehensiveness
This refers to the completeness of the information con-
tent. This attribute is quite intangible and, consequently,




This attribute pertains to the degree of freedom from
error of the information output.
[}.. Appropriateness
This attribute refers to how well the information out-
put relates to the user's request.
5» Timeliness
The user must receive the information, within the time
allowed, for the decision or action to which it is applied.
6. Clarity
This attribute refers to the degree an information out-
put is free from ambiguous terms.
7. Flexibility
This attribute pertains to the adaptability of an in-
formation output not only to more than one decision, but to
more than one decision maker.
8. Verifiability
This attribute refers to the ability of several users
examining an information output to arrive at the same conclusion.
9. Freedom from Bias
This attribute pertains to the absence of intent to
alter or modify information in order to produce a preconceived
conclusion.
1 0. Quantifiable
This attribute refers to the nature of information pro-
duced from a formal information system.
30

P. SYSTEM LIFE CYCLE
1
. Definition of a System
A system can be defined as a network of interrelated
procedures that are joined together to perform some activity,
function or operation j_1 u . And a procedure is defined as a
series of step-by-step instructions that explain:
a. What is to be done
b. Who will do it
c. When will it be done
d. How will it be done.
2. System Analysis
System Analysis is the process of studying the network
of interactions within an organization and assisting in the
development of new and improved methods for performing neces-
sary management tasks and making management and administrative
decisions [j 6J •
The system development plan is a guideline for the devel-
opment of computerized systems. It defines a comprehensive
process beginning with the definition of a problem and including
the design and implementation of a new or expanded system, which
will correct the problem by providing management with the neces-
sary information to make a required decision.
The system life cycle consists of the following activities:
a. Conception
System conception is the identification of a need
which, it is suspected, can be satisfied by the development of
31

a new system. At this stage the need for a new information
system is first recognized. It may be determined at this
point that modification of an existing system may be appro-
priate or that no system is necessary or appropriate.
b. Preliminary Analysis
The Preliminary Analysis is the investigation in-
to the feasibility, desirability, and practicability of using
automated data processing techniques to solve information
needs.
c. Preliminary Design
The Preliminary Design is the stage in which the
project team evaluates alternate design approaches, selects
a preferred design approach, writes preliminary design speci-
fications and writes the test specification. The basic system
is established at this stage.
d. Detailed Design
The Detailed Design is the stage where the basic
system designed is expanded and refined to produce detailed
specifications for all program modules, manual procedures,
and information files.
e. Configuring and Selecting the Computer Equipment
The previous stages were the basis for setting up
exactly which applications are to run on the system.
At this stage, the configuration of the computer
system (hardware/software) is established and the selection




The logic for the computer T 3 programs is developed
at this stage, following the system specifications accepted
by the user. Once the logic has been set up the programmers
begin coding and testing each program in the system.
g. System Documentation
System Documentation is the collection and presen-
tation of information concerning the system. Information is
recorded starting from the conception of the system and ending
with the cessation of it.
h. System Testing
System Testing is the process of trying to verify
whether the system performs its intended function,
i. System Implementation
3*ystem Implementation consists of the tasks in-
volved in implementing the system in the operating environment.
j. System Operation
System Operation is the production phase. Respon-
sibility for the system is now shifted to the operations group.
However, the designer and programmer can contribute to making
the transition easy.
k. System Maintenance and Follow-up
Once the system has been made operational, it is
important to have a continuing support service to maintain





System Cessation is the end of the System Life
Cycle. The system approach assumes that all systems have a
finite life and, therefore, will eventually expire.
This thesis will be dealing with the first four
steps in the system life cycle.
IV. RESERVE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
A. RESERVE PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM (RPMIS)
1 . General
With the advent of the Coast Guard augmentation pro-
gram and the shift from formal classroom instruction to
reserve augmentation as the primary mode of reserve training,
there was a corresponding increase in the complexity of the
entire Reserve Program. This shift brought forth individually
tailored training programs which replaced the traditional unit
program. Reservists are now performing their Inactive Duty for
Training (IDT) and Active Duty for Training (ADT) as individuals,
and are performing this duty at regular active Coast Guard
Commands. Scheduling of appropriate augmentation duty to
ensure reservists receive necessary training to qualify them
for their mobilization billet assignments now is harder and
more time consuming.
By late 1971;, it was determined that the output generated
by the existing Reserve Management Information System, "Diary
System," was inaccurate and unrealiable because of processing
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methodology, lead time necessary to update the master data
files and produce output reports, and the expanding and chang-
ing training and administration needs at all levels of command.
Because of these inadequacies a reserve sponsored study was
initiated to determine the feasibility of developing a Reserve
Personnel Management Information System (RPMIS) to process
information that would meet the management objectives.
2. RPMIS Feasibility Study
a. Objectives
The overall objective of the feasibility study was
to develop a higher quality personnal data base at a smaller
cost in terms of equipment and personnel resources that would
be necessary to maintain the system. Reference 13 contains
the specific objectives of the study. These include:
(1
)
Providing more accurate information by expand-
ing the master file data base, thereby improving service to
system users.
(2) Reduction in clerical, equipment, space, over-
head and processing time expenses.
(3) Identifying the users and sources of the input
data.
(I4.) Comparing the regular Coast Guard Personnel




b. Analysis of Alternatives
The study group identified three possible alterna-
tive systems that would be investigated. These alternatives
were; a totally manual system, the current or partially com-
puterized system, and a totally computerized system.
(1 ) A Totally Manual System. This system takes
the form of recording all needed information on paper and dis-
tributing copies of appropriate documents to applicable offices
and commands. A return to a manual system would only increase
peripheral operations and produce more errors. Another factor
that discourages the adoption of this alternative is that a
sizeable number of reserve personnel would be necessary to
maintain the system and thus would not be available for mobil-
ization training and related augmentation. Such a manual sys-
tem would make it virtually impossible to compile statistics
on the Reserve without extensive manual research. It would
further require duplicated file systems to be maintained to
provide information for the variety of management decisions
that must be made. This system which ignores the capabilities
of the computer resources that were available was rejected as
a nonfeasible alternative.
(2) The Current or Partially Computerized System
.
This system presents the problem of duplication of data in the
various files. In order to get information to support manage-
ment decisions, several files must be accessed. Some files
would be manually maintained while others would be computerized.
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The user would first have to identify which files should be
accessed. Retrieval from the computerized files on one hand
would be reasonably rapid, while retrieval from the manual
files would be very slow and time consuming. These disadvan-
tages are burdensome and thus this alternative was rejected.
(3) A Completely Computerized System . A totally
computerized system would integrate important functional pro-
gram areas into one central data base and would develop quality
reporting characteristics within those areas. These reporting
characteristics would contribute significantly to the eradica-
tion of the problems of timeliness and availability of data,
which had plagued the current system and would be increased
by either of the two other alternative systems. The fully
computerized system was thus considered the best alternative
c. Advantages of a Totally Computerized System (RPMIS)
The following is a list of advantages developed by
the study group that are inherent in a computerized system:
" 1 . It will free reserve management from the manual
chore of retrieving data on Reservists from multiple files and
sources. Here time can then be spent on developing the reserve
program as opposed to just running it.
2. The elimination of hand calculations and merging
of related reports to make the monthly Report of Reserve Person-
nel Statistics could be achieved.
3. Participation in the Armed Forces Reserve Components
Personnel Data Program by the Coast Guard Reserve would become
a fact.
l\. m Elimination of the need to maintain district level
card files and key punch operations/transactions to generate
a weekly diary that is seldom used.
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Si Elimination of much of the need for personnel to
create new reports to answer ad hoc questions. The vast
majority of one-time reports can be produced easily through
the Multiple Axis Retrieval System (MARS).
6. Standardization of all reserve personnel informa-
tion and data processing under one information system (RPMIS).
This would permit other, yet unidentified, reserve-related
data processing applications.
7. Facilitation of report interpretation by means of
printouts in English as opposed to codes.
8. Clarification of defined meanings of all termino-
logy in one reference manual similar to the PMIS Manual
(CG-207-3).
9. Flexible system design will allow subsequent
changes to programs and files without costly reprogramming.
Under MARS the file (storage) can be expanded or contracted
as needs dictate.
10. Well defined responsibility for the maintenance
of programs and data in files.
11. Complete and necessary information maintained on
all personnel in all categories of the reserve force.
12. Creation of one file for all reserve personnel
data. RPMIS will eliminate duplication of data elements in
multiple files; eliminate the need to merge multiple files
for cross reference reports; eliminate conflicting reports
generated from separate files maintained under separate pro-
cesses by difference commands; clarify in the mind of the user
that RPMIS is the one authoritative source of personnel data.
1 3. Preparation of reserve pay operation for transi-
tion to JUMPS at the same time the regular service makes
transition to JUMPS,
1lj.. Provision of compact, dcuble backup copies of files
for recovery in event of system failure and/or for historical
analysis. This could be achieved under a scheme which avoids
costly indefinite retention of end-of-month files on magnetic
tape.
J\5. Maintenance of all data on personnel lost from the
service for historical analysis to rectify mistakes in program
that tend to cause higher attrition rates than desirable.
16. Easy to capture source data. Unique reporting.
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17. Only one general transaction to submit all source
data (one form).
13. Immediate correction of errors either by record
display or immediate return of document to responsible authority
for correction.
19. Thorough editing of all data in an individual
record anytime a change is submitted. This insures records
will be kept clean of errors.
20. Contact each Reservist once each year for multiple
purposes: Retirement point statement, existing data verifica-
tion and direct updating of information h a system that could
significantly add to the effectiveness of the annual screening
questionaire currently in use is of little value in the manage-
ment of reserve forces.
21
.
Fast, easy retrieval of all data necessary to man-
age the reserve force. This data can be made available in any
desired form: Listings, counts, percentages, etc.
22. Districts could have same capabilities to retrieve
data as Headquarters if this is desirable.
23. Automatic production of G-R required monthly reports,
i.e., augmentation and monthly activities.
21;. Use of a simple check list to request other pre-
programmed reports.
25. Mobilization billet matching with geographic loca-
tion, rate and rating requirements and/or civilian expertise
or education." DtJ
It must be noted at this time, that not all the
advantages cited above are presently completely realized by
the RPMIS system. Additional data associated with the Reserve
Training and Mobilization functions must be added to the data
base to have a completely intergrated totally functional Reserve
system that can be used by all facets of the program.
d. RPMIS/PMIS File Intergration
The question of duplication of effort in the separ-
ate development of the RPMIS file was a primary consideration.
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This presumes that the two systems, PMI3 and RPMIS would per-
form identical functions. This premise is not entirely correct.
Cn the surface it appears that two separate files for two pay
and personnel systems for two sets of military personnel from
the same service would be identical. They are not. There are
major differences:
(1 ) The active duty force has no need for a mobil-
ization matching system.
(2) The active duty force is paid on a continuing
basis, reservists are paid for duty performed and not neces^r
sarily on a regular basis.
(3) The active duty force has no need to account
for retirement points. The reserve force is mandated to do so.
(J4.) Other information that should be collected
and maintained on reserve forces but not active duty personnel
include; home address, officer experience indicator (past and
present), civilian occupation, education (past and continuing),
previous reserve duty assignments and performance history.
(5) Many of the envisioned functions of RPMIS
such as flagging of obligated personnel to be called to ADT
for unsatisfactory participation is not a function of PHIS.
Any attempt to incorporate such differences into the PMIS file
would create enough disparity between the active duty and
reserve file, in both the data collection and dissemination
phases that, in fact, two separate files would exist. The
functional requirements of the proposed RPMIS system are
M

sufficiently different from PMIS as to require a separate
and distinct file. The two files must, however, be as com-
patible as possible in systems design and software/hardware
utilization \j oj .
e. Recommendations of Study Group
In the development of their recommendations the
study group reviewed the Department of Defense, Reserve Com-
ponents Common Personnel Data System, the United States Marine
Corp Reserve System and recommendations and requirements from
various Headquarters and District Divisions and Coast Guard
Units. The study group made the following major recommenda-
tions upon the completion of their review:
(1
)
The Reserve Personnel Management System (RPMIS)
should be parallel to, but not exactly identical to the regular
force PMIS.
(2) The system should have centralized processing
and storage of data. Selected Reserve data should be stored
on line with all other categories held in offline storage.
Data flow should be source directed to centralized processing
and storage.
(3) Sources of input data would be field recruit-
ing offices for initial entry, District Reserve Divisions and
the Coast Guard Institute.
(Ij.) Expansion of the existing data base to include
more data elements, in a variable length record }J 3J
.
Upon completion of the feasibility study and the
review of the study group recommendations it was determined
1+1

that an RPMIS System would be developed. The proposed system
would be patterned after the existing PMIS system with identi-
cal reporting procedure. The two systems would be compatable,
but not identical. They would be at times parallel, other
times overlapping and also unlike in various data elements
required to meet the stated needs \ 1 8 I.
3. RPMIS SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
a. General
Upon completion of the feasibility study the
recommendation to develop a computerized Reserve Personnel
Management Information System (RPMIS) was accepted. It was
determined that the total system would be developed in two
phases, phase I and II. The phase I development process is
shown in Figure 3» Phase I includes:
(1
)
Development of the initial system hardware
and software.
(2) The expansion and updating of the present
Master Personnel Pile (MPP).
(3) The development of instructions and train-
ing in the use of the data input document. Personnel Action
Sheet (Form CG-3312A), Figure I*.
(4) Pilot test in the Second (St. Louis, Missouri)
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(5) Conversion of the present Officer Designators
to Officer Experience Indicator Codes presently being used
for Regular Officers.
(6) The revision of the Unit Attendance Record
Form CGHQ-lji|57 for Reserve IDT pay, Figure 5.
Phase I was concerned with the development of a
data base to include those data elements necessary for the
performance of administration functions necessary for the
management of the Reserve Program.
b. Data Transmittal
There are two basic source documents for the
transmittal of necessary data to update the RPMIS System.
These two documents are the Personnel Action Sheet (Form
CG-3312A) and the Unit Attendance Record (Form CGHQ-iU;57 )
.
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The Personnel Action Sheet (Form CG-3312A) is a
five-part color coded form that is completed by the District
Reserve Division based on instructions contained in Reserve
Personnel Information Manual Jj9J.
The data submitted on the Personnel Action Sheet
is based on the type of transaction that is being recorded by
the form (see Appendix B). The Personnel Action Sheet is
utilized for all data that is submitted by the District Reserve
Division. Appendix B contains a list of transaction codes for
the RPMI3 System. These codes can be expanded easily to accom-
odate the necessary training related transactions.
The unit Attendance Record (Form CGHQ-lilj.57 ) * Figure
5, is preprinted with the Reserve Unit roster and is forwarded
monthly to each unit. This form is used as the basic document
for the recording of Inactive Duty for Training (IDT) performed
by each reservist during the month. At the end of each month
it is forwarded to Coast Guard Headquarters, where the data is
used to record each reservist's earned retirement points and
as the authorizing document for Inactive Duty pay for each
reservist.
c. Data Input Files
In phase I data files were developed that replaced
the existing Master Personnel File (MPF). These files were
designed to expand the Reserve data base and provide informa-
tion necessary to cover the expanding reserve administrative




(1) Name and Address Pile (166 characters)
(2) Reserve Personnel Master Record Officer
(252 characters)
(3) Reserve Personnel Master Record iinlisted
(252 characters)
(!{.) Correspondence Course Record (QO characters)
(5) Master Pay and Points Record (956 characters)
These files are maintained separately in Social
Security Number sequence with some duplication of data fields
other than the Social Security Number key field on each file.
This need for duplication has been created because the five
separate files have been developed to operate as independent
systems (files) within the RPMIS System, The key to update
data on the files is the transaction code on the Personnel
Action Sheet which is used for data transmittal. The complete
record outlay for the 5 RPMIS files is shown in Appendix C.
d. Data Output Reports
Each Coast Guard District has an intelligent ter-
minal that can be linked via telephone land line to the Coast
Guard Headquarters computer. This terminal is capable of in-
put, output and some minor computational operations. There
have also been several specific output programs developed for
data retrieval through the district terminal. These programs
are available at each District Office and can be used to













Reserve Qualification Data - By SSN
Reserve Qualification Data - By Unit
Reserve Status Data - Alphabetical
Reserve Status Data - Unit Listing
Manpower List - Total Force
Manpower List - By Unit
Officer Seniority Listing
Expiration of Obligation/Enlistment
Expiration of Physical Examination
Address Listing
The RPMIS System is also used as a source document
for the development of the Register of Reserve Officers (Comdt.
Inst. M1lj.27.2A) which is published bi -yearly and for the issuance
of the Annual Statement of Federal Service and Retirement Points
for each reservist (Figure 6).
B. OCAST GUARD RESERVE MOBILIZATION SYSTEM
The Coast Guard mobilization mission requirements are
developed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff and Navy requirements
established in the Navy Capabilities Plan (NC?) and Naval
Support and Mobilization Plan (NSMP), and from the expansion
of the existing peacetime mission of the Coast Guard. These
requirements are then translated into personnel requirements
by the use of Coast Guard planning factors.
"These planning factors and the personnel require-
ments are reviewed by program managers prior to promul-
gation within the Coast Guard Logistics Support and
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published as part of the LSMP. The Reserve Mobiliza-
tion Manpower Requirements (RMMR) are then developed
to provide more specific details and guidance to the
individual districts. The RMMR also provides infor-
mation on the ... priority personnel mobilization
reauirements to be filled by members of the Selected
Reserve." [2JJ
These requirements are further divided to both the unit and
group levels and a Unit Table of Organization L21J (UTO) is
developed for each Reserve Unit. This UTO assigns specific
mobilization billets that are to be filled by members of the
unit. Reference 21 contains specific instructions for the
matching of unit members to assigned mobilization billets to
ensure the best qualified reservist is assigned. These billet
assignments are forwarded to the District, where they are re-
viewed and used to update the Master Mobilization File with
corresponding billet and personnel matches. This data base file
is then used to issue Advance Orders for Mobilization (CG-lj.911 ).
The Advance Orders for Mobilization are:
"... pocket card orders prepared in advance and
issued to all members of the Selected Reserve and
Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) in order to provide
for automatic reapiion in the event of a declared
mobilization." OvLJ
V. RgSjSRVB TRAINING PROGRAM
A. BACKGROUND
1 . General
The Coast Guard Reserve Training Program has changed
sufficiently with the development of, and acceptance by the
regular Coast Guard Commands, of the Reserve Augmentation
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Program. The Reserve Personnel Management Information System
(RPMIS) phase I has now been completed and is operational.
This system has greatly reduced the task of storing, processing
and retrieving the vast quantities of information necessary to
manage the Reserve Program. It has been supplying information
on reserve personnel matters, reserve retirement and points,
Inactive Duty for Training (IDT) pay, and other related admin-
istrative information it was envisioned to supply.
Phase II, which was to expand the data base of the RPMIS
System to incorporate the data necessary to manage the Reserve
Training Program, has not been undertaken. This lack of devel-
opment and concurrent lack of a common Coast Guard wide data
base system that encompasses all aspects of the Reserve Frogram
has greatly reduced the ability of management personnel to
effectively monitor the quality and variety of information
needed to manage the Reserve Program.
2. Reserve Training Function
The Coast Guard Reserve Training Program at all levels
of command is a major program subdivision. It is charged by
the Commandant of the Coast Guard to
:
"a. To increase overall Coast Guard readiness and
mobilization capabilities;
b. To expand capabilities for the Coast Guard to
provide service and to accomplish jobs that could not
otherwise be accomplished;
c. To provide realistic support to the Coast
Guard at a time when manpower supply problems and
mission responsibilities are simultaneously increasing;
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d. To improve morale and motivation of reservists
through action that directly and proudly involves
them in the humanitarian efforts of the Coast Guard;
e. To increase overall Coast Guard responsiveness
to mission peakloads, emergencies, natural disasters
and national emergencies." [V]
The Reserve Training Program managers must be able to
monitor all facets of a reservist's training program to ensure
that each reservist completes a balanced training program of
formal and augmentation training to remain qualified for their
assigned mobilization billet. This training is accomplished
through the use of correspondence courses, Active Duty for
Training (ADT) and Inactive Duty for Training (IDT), Active
Duty schools at Coast Guard Reserve Training Centers or train-
ing centers of the other services and formal classroom training
at Reserve Groups or Units.
3. Reserve Training System Users
As shown on Figure 2, the Reserve Program is divided




These three levels have different information needs that must
be provided for by the system. These responsibilities can be
expressed in the planning model developed by Anthony L.22J .







The three Reserve Command levels would be represented by this
model in the following manner:
a. Headquarters - Strategic Planning
b. District - Managerial Control
c. Group/Unit - Operational Control
The Headquarters level deals with the strategic long
range planning factors that affect the total Reserve Program.
They have a need for general aggregate data that identify
long range trends and reserve needs. The Reserve District
deals with areas involving the managerial control functions.
They need some aggregate data, but also need specific informa-
tion on individuals, not just on the total program areas, so
they could monitor the performance of the third level, the
Reserve Group/Unit. The Reserve Group/Unit level represents
the operational control aspect of the Anthony model. At this
level only specific individualized data is necessary so indi-
vidual training requirements can be identified and met.
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It will be the information needs of the two lower levels
that will be considered as primary. If the information needs of
these two levels are established and the system designed to pro-
vide these data for individuals, the information needs of the
secondary user, Headquarters, will also be met as a by-product
of the system. This will be possible since the data needed for
strategic planning, controlling and forecasting of trends, with-
in the Reserve Program at the Headquarters level, will be obtained
through a summarization of individualized data within specific
programs.
B. RESERVE PROGRAM ANALYSIS
1 . General
The Coast Guard Reserve Program and the subprogram of
Reserve Training are multidimentional programs. This analysis
will overview the Reserve Training Program with the purpose
of identifying those areas that have not been addressed by the
present phase I Reserve Personnel Management System (RPMIS).
This analysis will:
a. Identify the major decision areas of the Reserve
Training Program.
b. Analyze the decisi-n areas in which the managers
must make their decisions LJ^J'
c. Analyze the existing computerized training systems.
For this analysis the Reserve Training Program has been
divided into five major areas. These areas are:
Sh.





e. Inactive Duty for Training
2. Analysis of Decision Areas
a. Active Duty for Training
The use of Active Duty is one of the primary means
for training reservists for their mobilization billet assign-
ments. This major decision area is composed of many subprograms
that have been developed to improve on the quality of training
that the reservist is receiving and to ensure that future train-
ing requirements and needs will be met.
(1 ) Career Development Program . The major support-
ing program for Active Duty is the Coast Guard Career Develop-
ment Program. This program (plan) has been developed to estab-
lish and identify specific individual and unit training needs
and to plan to meet these needs £"lj] . This program which is
prepared and maintained manually at either the Group or Unit
level, requires the development of a Unit Long Range (five year)
Training Plan. This plan is to include projected augmentation
training needs, ADT school requirements and correspondence
course participation. Input from this plan is used to identify
any training needs that must be developed. This program is also
used to develop future District school quota requirements (_iij.
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(2) Active Duty School Program . Reserve Group,
Unit and District school quota requirements are developed
from the Career Development Frogram. Reference I4. requires
that each reservist attend an ADT rating or mobilization re-
lated school at least once every fourth ADT period. It is
the responsibility of training personnal at all levels to
monitor this performance to ensure reservists are receiving
adequate training and that scheduled training resources do not
go unused. For the purpose of training, reservists are then on
a four year training cycle of 1 year school, 3 years OJT.
(3) Active Duty for Training Orders . Requests
for Active Duty for Training (?orm CG-3U53), Figure 3, are
completed at the Reserve Group or Unit level based on the
individual reservists Career Development Frogram and antici-
pated training needs. They are then forwarded to the District
for formal approval. Before approval the information contained
on the request must be verified, and past training, mobiliza-
tion, and advancement requirements must be reviewed to deter-
mine if the requested ADT is appropriated and would provide
useful and necessary training for the reservist. If approved,
Active Duty for Training Orders (Form CG-I4.lj.36) are issued for
the requested duty. These orders are also used as a source
document for payment of authorized ADT pay, travel, and allowance
(ij.) Information Files . At the Reserve Group and
Unit levels of command the major source of training related
information is the manually maintained Individual Training and
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Progress Record (Form CG-ljlj.05), which in some cases has also
been modified to record the required data for the Career
Development Program, Figure 9.
The District also maintains a variety of man-
ual information files. One of these card files is shown as
Figure 10. These files are used as data source documents to
complete or verify the data required in the approval process for
the issuance of Active Duty for Training or other types of train-
ing orders.
b. Mobilization/Domestic Emergency
The Reserve Training Officer is responsible to
insure that each reservist is trained and qualified to meet
the requirements of their assigned mobilization billet. Infor-
mation on the qualifications necessary for each mobilization
billet and the specific billet each reservist is assigned to
must be available at the District and Group/Unit levels of
command. These data are necessary to ensure appropriated IDT
and ADT training is scheduled in order that reservists become
qualified in skills, or remain current in the skills they
already have, that are required for their mobilization assign-
ment.
Additionally, information must be maintained at
both the District and Group/Unit levels in order that each
reservist could be contacted in the event of a mobilization or
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call-up list be maintained and it contain sufficient informa-
tion that all unit members could be contacted within 2I4. hours
of a call-up. This unit call-up system is required to be
current and tested at least every 12 months.
c. Servicewide Examination/Advancement
The Coast Guard Reserve servicewide examination
program is not as critical a program as the ADT or Mobiliza-
tion programs in relationship to the overall Coast Guard
Reserve mission. However, it is a critical program in respect
to the morale of the service. The advancement requirements
for enlisted Coast Guard Reservists are listed in reference
2. These include specific requirements in the areas of:
1
.
Time in pay grade
2. Days of ADT or AD in pay grade
3. ADT and IDT evaluation requirements




Reservist training must therefore also be moni-
tored closely at the Group/Unit and District levels of command
to ensure that necessary requirements for enlisted advancement
are met within the required time period. Also, most of the
mobilization assignments are based on the reservist's rating
and pay grade. If they complete the required correspondence
courses, ADT training and receive the necessary evaluations on
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ADT they will be better qualified to compete in the examin-
ation and also be better qualified and trained in general to
perform their mobilization assignments. Additionally, if
they are advanced they will receive additional pay for their
efforts, thus increasing their morale and performance, and
increase their likelihood of remaining in the service in a
time of personnel shortages,
d. Training Programs
This fourth major area is a very broad area that
covers many training and qualification programs that must be
monitored to ensure the reservist within these categories
complete the requirements within required time limits.
These programs include:
a. Officer Experience Indicator Qualification
Program
b. Enlisted Qualification Code Qualification
Program
c. Lateral/Diagonal Changes in Enlisted Ratings









e. Direct Commission Officer Requirements
f. Satisfactory Performance of Drills and ADT
g. Correspondence Course Program (Servicewide
Examination/Advancement Requirements
)
h. Afloat Training (Advancement Requirements)
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i. ADT School Requirements
j. IADT/3ADT Programs
k. Small Arms Training
1. Officer Rotation Program
m. Recruiting Program (to affect UTO Billets
and Mobilization Requirements)
Specific requirements for these programs are contained in
References 3 and I4.. These programs all have varying require-
ments and the data base system that is developed for the
Reserve Training Program must contain sufficient data to be
useful in the monitoring of reservists' performance in meet-
ing these requirements.
e. Inactive Duty for Training
The IDT Training Program is developed at the
Group/Unit level and is based on the availability of augmen-
tation opportunities at local regular Commands. Information
on IDT billet assignments can be useful in both the ADT train-
ing and for servicewide examinations.
C. INDEPENDENTLY DEVELOPED RES^RV^l TRAINING DATA BASE SYSTEMS
There is no single Reserve Training related system in use
to collect, store, and process information needed to make
training related management decisions. The procedures that
are now in use vary from no system to manual systems to com-
puterized systems. Two of the computerized systems were
developed by the Second and Thirteenth Districts.
6U

1 . Reserve Training Management Information System (RTMIS)
The RTMIS System \_2Lu was a computer based data base
system which was developed and instituted in the Second Coast
Guard. District, for the purpose of replacing the manual sys-
tems of data storage that were in use at that time. The
primary objectives of the RTMIS System were to eliminate the
need to record duplicated information, maintain a better
utilization of available personnel resources, and to be able
to better utilize the data within the system to manage the
Reserve Training Program.




c. Correspondence Course History
d. ADT History
The personnel data file contained information that was
a direct duplication of RPMIS data and the RPMIS Personnel
Action Sheets were used as a source document for this informa-
tion. This file was created and maintained separately from
the RPMIS file. The other three files contained data that was
not contained in the RPMIS System.
The Advancement History file maintained a record of
each reservist's advancement pattern from the time of entry to
the present. It listed information on servicewide examinations
taken and the results (passed/failed), and the advancement
patterns and dates of advancement.
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The Correspondence Course file maintained a history
of all correspondence courses enrolled in, and the completion
or disenrollment in each course with related dates.
The ADT file was a history by anniversary year of the
duty, type, place and date of ADT or other AD performed by
each reservist.
2. Thirteenth District Reserve Training System
This system, like the system developed in the Second
Coast Guard District, had the basic objectives to eliminate
the need to record duplicated information in manual files,
maintain a better utilization of available personnel resources,
and to be able to better monitor the performance of District
reservists.
This system does, however, differ in several ways:
a. A computer program is used to transfer data
directly from the RPMIS and Reserve Mobilization System to the
Reserve Training System for common data files.
b. A file for District ADT school quotes is maintained
with a report generated that lists the names of reservists that
have been approved to attend the ADT school.
c. There is no correspondence course or advancement
history information in the system.
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VI. ANALYSIS 0? INFORMATION REQUIREMENTS
A . GENExRAL
The general Reserve Training Program functions and require-
ments have been discussed. These program requirements must
now be analyzed to develop the specific data elements needed
to perform the required planning and control functions. Tables
1 and 2 contain a listing of the data elements in the present
Reserve Personnel Management Information System (Appendix G)
and the Reserve Mobilization System that are necessary to per-
form the required monitoring and controlling functions of the
Reserve Training Program. These elements, however useful, are
not complete and must be supplemented with additional data in
order to have the system represent a Management Decision Support
System for all facets of the Reserve Program. The requirements
of the missions and programs discussed in the previous chapters
have been analyzed and a proposed data base developed that
would integrate all the information needs of the Reserve Pro-
gram Manager into an integrated data base. The proposed data
base is a one file system, 2,160 characters in length, which
uses the present RPMIS System as its base. The one file
approach in lieu of multiple files was chosen to eliminate
all duplication within the system, and for the ease of extend-
ing the system to an on line real time system. The proposed
data base format is shown in Appendix D. Additional programs
would have to also be developed to incorporate the data fields
from the Reserve Mobilization System shown in Table 2 into the




RESERVE PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM













Social Security No. (Key) X
Name and Initials X
Date of Birth X





Re serve Entry Date X
Expected Loss Date X
Reserve Category X
Reserve Class X
Reserve Training Category X
Reserve Pay Group X
Aviation Date X
Aviation Code X
Pay Base Date X
Present Grade Rate Date X
Present Alpha Grade X
Date of Permanent Grade X
Officer Designation Over
I4. years Enlisted X
Dependence Status X
Anniversary Date X
Officer Experience Indicator X
Officer Experience Indicator
Training for Command Pay
Authorization X
Withholding Tax Code X




Trade or Commercial Education X
Date Last NAG X
Date Last Physical X
Enlisted Qualification Code(s) X











Personnel File Name & and
Officer and Address Points





Points Total by Month X
Total Drill and ADT Points
for Last Points Period X
TABLE 2
RESERVE MOBILIZATION SYSTEM TRAINING DATA ELEMENT ANALYSIS
Elements








B. ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED DATA REQUIREMENTS
1 . Active Duty for Training
The present RPMIS System has several transaction codes
listed in Appendix B that are concerned with the administrative
aspects of ADT and the other types of reserve duty. These
transaction codes do not transmit sufficient information.
These codes, however, cannot be simply replaced, since they
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do provide some necessary administrative information. The
information requirements of these transaction codes have been
analyzed and the following recommendations are made:
a. Codes R 722 and R 723 should remain as they
presently are.
b. Codes R 721; and R 728 may be deleted from
the system.
c. A new transaction code for reserve duty
should be established.
This code would contain the data fields shown in Figure
12 and could be submitted on the existing RPMIS forms when
orders are issued.
Because of the current policies on ADT |_Vj which
require at least 1 year's ADT out of every I; years to be at
an ADT School, the Career Development Program requirements,
and because ADT is the primary mode of mobilization training,
it is recommended that the necessary data fields be established
to maintain ADT training historical (Figure 11 ), and projected
Career Development data. Since the Career Development data
will not be as specific or complete in nature as the historical
data, different data requirements are needed. These require-
ments are shown in Figure 12.
The ideal system would be capable of storing ten years of
reserve duty data. The file would contain a four year past
history, a current working year, and the five year future pro-
jected ADT from the Career Development Program. If storage
space is restricted it is recommended that the Career Develop-
ment Program be restricted to 3> 2, or even 1 year in lieu of
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Anniversary Year Duty Applied to
Waiver of ADT Approved
Tono of Orders
(seven characters necessary HQ Tono)
Date Report for Duty
With/Without Pay and Allowances
1 = With
= Without
Number of Days Duty
1 = ADT -
2 = C0I -
3 = C0I -










(for other than school submit 0PPAC
(District/Unit) for G0I use Reserve
Training Manual School Abbreviations
for specific school)
Remarks Codes

























CAREER DEVELOPMENT R3G0HD FORKAT
Elements
Anniversary Year Projected For
Date of Projected Duty (YR-MO)
Type of Duty
1 = ADT - OJT
2 = GOI - RTG Yorktown
3 = GOI - RTG Alameda






(for other than school submit OPFAC
(District/Unit) for GOI use Reserve
Training Manual School Abbreviations
for specific school)
Remark Codes















5 years. The reduction of the input from the Career Develop-
ment Program would be the best alternative if storage space
requirements dictate. The data provided by the Career Develop-
ment Program is subject to numerous changes as reservists move
between Units or Districts, or as they are or are not advanced
as projected. If this data is added to the existing data base
a separate transaction code must be established. This is nec-
essary since specific dates and locations may not be available
at the time the projections are made.
Provisions must also be made to accommodate more than 1
set of orders per anniversary year, and for easy recording of
order cancellations or amendments. An analysis of the ADT per-
formed by reservists in the 2nd, 9th and 13th districts indi-
cates that if the 5 year cycle of historical data is used, 7
sets of orders would be the maximum issued during that period.
Since the Career Development projected training is not as
specific in nature, a limitation of 1 set of projected orders
per year can be imposed without affecting the usefulness of
the information provided.
If the proposed data for ADT and other Reserve Duty are
added to the data base they would provide all the basic data
needed for the ADT, SADT and IADT duty sections of the present
Reserve Activities Report (Figure 13) \kj» Both the present
and proposed data bases also contain information of IDT drill
performance, and the type of mission being supported by the
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Reserve Activities Report using the standard I4. hours for a
single and 8 hours for a multiple drill that is recorded.
This approach, however, will not give an accurate account of
the actual hours performed in some cases, especially when
additional hours are performed. To capture this data, the
Unit Attendance Record (CGHQ l+i|57) would have to be revised.
This revision would take the form of an additional column in
block 7 (see Figure 5) so it would be possible to show the
hours performed for each mode of duty. This revision would
take the form as shown in Figure 11}..
Inactive Duty Training Mode Hours
J
Typej Date {Type Date Type
J
Date jType Date I Mode jHoursJMode
J
Hours I Mode j HoursJMode jriour sj
FIGURE 11^.
A data field has been proposed in the expanded data base start-
ing at character 1 3>k of Appendix D to record this additional
data.
2. Correspondence Course Participation
The present RPMIS System does maintain a file for
correspondence course participation. This file transaction
code R 7M 1 9J is used to record transactions for the purpose
of recording retirement points earned through the completion of
correspondence courses. This information, however, is not
sufficient for the Reserve Training Program. In the present
system correspondence courses are recorded upon completion.
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Courses that are enrolled in, but not completed, are monitored
by the Coast Guard Institute for Coast Guard Courses and, in
most cases, not monitored at all for Navy Correspondence Course
participation. It is recommended that the Coast Guard Insti-
tute correspondence course file be utilized as a source of data
on Coast Guard correspondence courses participation for the
proposed RPMIS expanded data base.
The Coast Guard Institute (CGI) data base has the data
elements necessary to provide the data recommended in Figure 15.
Element Data Length
01 Course Number and Identification P05) XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
02 Number of Points for Course P(2) XX
03 Type P(2) XX
Coast Guard = CG
Navy = NA
Ok DATE Enrolled P(6) XX XX XX
05 DATE Disenrolled (if not completed) P(6) XX XX XX
06 DATE Completed P(6) XX XX XX
07 Grade P(2) XX
Record Length 39 Characters
FIGURE 15
If this type of direct retrieval is deemed impractical, then
the data can be entered at the District level from the CGI
printouts. Data on Navy correspondence course participation
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would be entered at the District level as applications and
completion letters are received. This file again, like the
ADT file, would have to be capable of storing more than one
correspondence course record. Prom a review of data in the
2nd and 13th Districts it is anticipated each reservist would
require 6 correspondence course entries in their record at
one time. This number would allow for the correspondence
courses necessary for advancement j_3j » and for various train-
ing programs [J3*y to be maintained until no longer needed
and still allows sufficient space for the recording of new
active courses. The space requirements needed to store cor-
respondence courses could be reduced by a selected review of
the recorded correspondence courses and the purging of all
courses over 2 years old (from completion data) that are not
necessary for future advancement training requirements.
It i3 recommended that a separate transaction code be
established to record the enrollment, disenrollment and com-
pletion of a correspondence course. These codes should reflect
the information data element requirements shown in Figure 15.
This approach will require an entry when the reservist enrolls
in a course and a second entry for completion or disenrollment.
If the element code for the completion date is encoded, the
retirement points would be recorded in the reservist's retire-
ment points data field.
Upon enrollment in a course the following data elements




01 Course Number and Identification
02 Number of Points for Course
03 Type
0I4. Date Enrollment
Upon disenrollment from a course, the following data
would be needed (Figure 15):
01 Course Number and Identification
05 Date Disenrolled
This would automatically delete the course from the reservist's
record.
Upon completion of a course, the following data would
be needed (Figure 15) '•
01 Course Number and Identification
05 Date Completed
07 Grade
This would automatically record the retirement points for the
course in the appropriate data field.
3. Training Program Requirements
a. Lateral/Diagonal Rate Change
This is an important area for mobilization billet
matching and for the development and completion of necessary
training so a reservist may be considered qualified in their




2. Rate Lateral/Diagonal to
3. Date request approved
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The present data base contains only the first of
these three fields. The additions of the approval date is
necessary to monitor the reservist's progress toward comple-
tion of the requirements within the time limits established
in Reference 3.
b. Direct Commission Officers
Data fields must be established to indicate those
officers that are direct commissioned and have not completed
their training requirement L3J» '?hi 3 roust also include the
date of direct commissioning so the requirements for comple-
tion within the authorized time period can be monitored.
Other DGO requirements can be monitored through the corres-
pondence course, ADT, and experience indicator data fields.
c. Mobilization Gall-Up
The addition of home and business phone numbers,
civilian employer, government drivers license indicator and
domestic emergency volunteer code, and the data fields listed
in Table 2 on mobilization would be useful in the event of
mobilization or domestic emergency. Additionally, these data
fields would eliminate the requirement of a unit maintained
call-up list and, together with the ADT history data, greatly
reduce the information necessary on a Request for Active Duty
Orders (GG-3i|53).
d. Qualification Codes and iCxperience Indicators
Provisions have been made in the proposed data base
to maintain additional qualification Codes and .Experience In-
dicators. It is recommended that up to 5 qualification codes
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and 3 additional Experience Indicator codes not including the
presently held Experience Indicator be maintained. The quali-
fication codes should use the codes presently used by the
regular service with additional codes for specific reserve
fields. This would be invaluable information for training,
mobilization and officer rotation.
e. IDT Augmentation
A data element should also be included to indicate
the type (mission area) of IDT augmentation that the reservist
is performing. A code could be established using the mission





Data on medals and awards received by reservists
are required to compute the advancement multiple for each
reservist l25j. If the data field indicated in Appendix D is
adopted, the data base would then contain all the data elements
necessary to compute the complete advancement multiple for each
reservist who is eligible for the servicewide examination.
Appendix D contains a field for each medal and award that is
authorized to be counted toward the advancement multiple.
Once advanced, the appropriate fields would revert to zero in
preparation for the next advancement step.
g. Enlisted Marks
This is a questionable area, however, because of
the need to have data on enlisted marks for the completion of
the application for servicewide examination, it is deemed
appropriate. Difficulties could arise with the privacy of the
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data, but this is outweighed by the usefulness of the data.
Three years of marks are recommended, since this is the maxi-
mum number required for the application for a servicewide
examination L 25J-
h. Reserve Categories Programs
The addition of the ADT, Correspondence Course and
AFQT Score data, together with the data element indicated above,
would also supply data necessary to monitor the training require-
ments of the various Reserve Training Programs (i.e., RK, RP,
and RX).
i. xReadiness Evaluation
The Coast Guard Readiness Evaluation Program is
used to determine the state of readiness of Reserve Units and
individual reservists in meeting their mobilization mission(s).
The expansion to the RPHIS data base as proposed in Appendix
D will greatly reduce the manpower necessary to effectively
monitor the program and to ensure that Reserve Units are capable
of meeting their mobilization requirements. It will also assist
management personnel at all levels of the program in their




The proposed RPMIS data base expansion (Appendix D) is
not a radical change from the existing data base system. The
primary objective of this analysis has been to analyze the
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Reserve Training information requirements and translate these
requirements into an expanded data base system capable of
meeting all the information needs of Reserve Program managers.
Table 3 lists the new RPMIS data fields projected for the
expanded data base system.
TABLE 3




Date Last Background Investigation P(ii)
2. Prior Service P(li)
3. ATQT Scores P(10)
k. Date AFQT Taken P(6)
5. Glass "A" School Code P(1 )
6. Date Completed Class "A" School P(l+)
7. Previous Held Officer Experience Indicators (3) ?(6)
8. Enlisted Qualification Codes (extended) ?(10)
9. Rate Lateral/Diagonal to P(lj-)
10. Date Lateral/Diagonal Approved Pdj.)
11. Enlisted Harks (3 years) P(36)
12. Employer Business Name P(26)
13. Employee Fosition P(10)
11;. Business Phone P(10)
15. Home Phone P(10)
16. Domestic Emergency Volunteer Code P(1
)
17. Government Driver Liscense Code P(1)
18. IDT Augmentation Hours and Mission Areas
(1 year) P(2li0)
19. Award Points for Servicewide Examination P(16)
20. Direct Commission Officer Code P{1
21. Date of Direct Commission P(6)
22. Correspondence Course Record (6 courses) P(39) each
23. Record of Reserve Duty Performed (7 sets) P(37) each
2I4.. Career Develooment Program Projections (5 sets) P(16) each
25. IDT Billet Mode Code P(1 )
The development of a single file data base to replace
the present multiple file system has also been proposed. This
recommended change has been made to eliminate all data
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duplication, and for ease of adapting the single file system
to a real time on line update process, which is envisioned as
the next step in the RPMIS system development.
2. Paperwork Reduction
If the RPMIS System data base is expanded as recommended,
most of the administrative record keeping would be removed from
the Reserve Group/Unit level. These are the Coast Guard Reserve
operational personnel. This reduction will allow additional
manpower resources to be committed to the augmentation program.
At the unit level, it would reduce the paperwork burden of the
following programs or reports:
a. Career Development Program (reduced)
b. Reserve Activities Report (eliminated)
c. Individual Training and Progress Record (eliminated)
d. Request for Active Duty (Reduced information
requirement
)
Additionally, at the District level manhours would be saved by
a reduction in:
a. Reserve Activities Report (eliminated)
b. Sx2 Requests verification and form completion
c. Training Program requirement monitoring
d. ADT request approval
3. Identification of Potential Problem Areas
There are several areas that have been identifiable as
possible problem areas for the actual expansion of the RPMIS




One of the major problems that the author has found
with the existing RPMIS System is the problem with inaccurate
data on some reservists within the data base. At most, if not
all Districts, outputs from the RPMIS System are not sent to
the operational Group/Unit level for verification and it is only
when erroneous data are used that affect a reservist are recog-
nized and corrected. This problem is partly because of the
system input design with transaction forms prepared at the
District and forwarded to Headquarters for key punching and
system updating. With this system, the information is third,
sometimes fourth, hand at the time of updating. It is recom-
mended that the headquarters keypuncher resource be reallocated
to the District level and the keypunching and system updating
be delegated to the District level. This would reduce the
likelihood of erroneous data being added to the system since
the District would be ;>iorking with fewer, more familiar people.
This would also allow for more timely information since data
that is rejected may be reviewed more easily, corrected, and
resubmitted in a more timely manner.
It is also recommended that a procedure be insti-
tuted to verify the total record on a reservist at least
annually. This can be accomplished as a separate report or as
an addition to the present Satisfactory Federal Retirement and
Point Statement, that is forwarded to each reservist annually
on their anniversary date. The present form could be expanded
to include the complete RPMIS file on each reservist. It could
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be developed into a computer printed acceptable form similar
to the present Coast Guard Advance Mobilization Orders. This
form would be produced in two copies forwarded directly to the
reservist using the information in the RPMIS address file.
Instructions would indicate for the reservist to retain one
copy and return the other (which would be franked and pre-
addressed) to the District with necessary corrections, if any.
Hlxcess or outdated information for the History files (Corres-
pondence Course and ADT ) could also be purged from the system
in a similar manner with a copy retained in the reservist's
master record at Headquarters and a copy forwarded to the Dis-
trict for inclusion in the reservist's working service record.
b. Initial Source of Data Input
The information provided by the RFMI3, as any
system, is only as good as the information in the system. The
expansion of the data base which requires additional effort on
the part of the District and Group/Unit personnel to provide the
necessary information. It is important that proper instructions
and briefs be prepared to educate the users to show them the
possible benefits of the system to their specific operation.
Provisions must also be made for additional personnel resources
to be provided to the District (primary input level) to main-
tain and update the data base system.
c. Data Output
It is important that data outputs (reports) be
developed as soon as possible and that provisions are made to
see that this data is supplied to all appropriate levels in
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a timely and usable manner. All possible efforts must also be
made to eliminate reports and requirements that can be produced
from the RPMIS System as soon as possible.
d. Acceptance of System
This is a possible problem area with any new or
expanded MIS System, and is aggrevated when the system does
not function as designed. This problem can be eliminated
through the proper education of user personnel and a slow pro-
gress of being the total system on line.
e. Data Base Integration
This is another possible problem area. The expan-
sion of the present system will include data elements main-
tained in two other independent data bases, the CGI Corres-
pondence Course and Reserve Mobilization data bases. The data
required from these systems must be integrated in such a way
as not to disrupt the use of these systems and also to provide
as current as possible data to the RPMIS. This reliance on
outside systems may affect the accuracy and timeliness of the
data in the RPMIS System.
i|. Reports
New information reports required to monitor the Train-
ing Program could be developed at Headquarters, similar to the
present RPMIS System programs. Additionally, these report (s)
could be forwarded monthly to the Group/Unit levels in the same
manner as the Unit Attendance Record. This will provide up-to-
date, timely information to all levels of the program which
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could be used to support necessary management decisions.
The next step (RPMIS Phase III) would be the develop-
ment of an on line real time system tying District and Group/
Unit levels of command with the Coast Guard Institute and Head-
quarters data bases. System updating would still remain at
the District level with the Group/Unit level only havine read-




GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
This aplendix contains a glossary of common terms and
abbreviations that have been used throughout this thesis.
1 • Active Duty (AD) - Pull-time duty in the active military
service of the United States (10 USC 1 01 )
.
2. Active Duty for Training (APT) - A tour of active duty
for Reserve Training under orders which provide for auto-
matic reversion to non-active duty status when the speci-
fied period of active duty is completed.
3. Active Status - A status of service which includes all
members of the Ready Reserve and members of the Standby
Reserve, active status.
1;. Active Status Pool (ASP) - A reinforcement pool composed
of members in an active status who have completed their
training obligation and are not assigned to a drilling unit.
Includes certain members assigned either to the IRR or the
Standby Reserve, active status.
5. Anniversar?/- Year - For those who entered the Reserve before
30 June 191+9, the anniversary year extends from 1 July to
30 June. For those entering after 30 June 191+9, or whose
Reserve service was broken after that date, the anniversary
year extends from the date of entry or reentry to the day
preceding the anniversary of entry or reentry.
39.

6. Coast Guard Reserve Group (CC-R3SC?) - The senior organiza-
tional entity of the Selected Reserve •which provides direc-
tion, support and coordination of activities performed by
a number of CGRU's and acts as liaison among Reserve units,
Regular operational commands, and the district.
7. Coast Guard Reserve Unit (GGRU) - An organizational entity
of the Selected Reserve which provides training not of an
active duty nature. Such units usually schedule approxi-
mately Lf.8 drills annually with the additional requirement
of two weeks AT for unit members.
8. Domestic Emergency - A serious natural or manmade disaster,
accident or catastrophe.
9. Enlisted Qualification Code - A two digit alpha-numeric
code identifying the special skills of an enlisted member,
obtained by training and/or experience.
10. Enlistment Program
a) Non-prior Service
1 . RK - Ages 17 to 26 . Non-prior service students
with IADT split between two consecutive summers.
The first summer (Phase I) consists of recruit
training and the second summer (Phase II) consists
of Class A School/OJT.
2. RL (5x6) - Ages 17 to 26 . A minimum of 30 weeks




3. 3P - Ages 17 to 26 . Approximately 30 weeks IADT
consisting of recruit training. Glass "A" School




Rj^ - Fersonnel with no statutory military obliga-
tion including Coast Guard Reserve personnel upon
completion of their statutory military obligation
and subsequent reenlistment
.
2. RJ (Lx6) - Regular enlistees who serve four years
on active duty in the Coast Guard and are trans-
ferred to the Reserve ASF for two years (the last
one of which may be in the Standby Reserve, if
requested); total service six years.
3. RN (l4.-2ipc6) - OCS personnel who fail to successfully
complete the prescribed course and reservists trans-
ferring from other Armed Forces to the Coast Guard
Reserve for completion of their initially incurred
statutory obligation.
c) Non-prior Service Direct Petty Officer
1 . HX - Hales ages 26 to 35 and females ages 20 to 35
•
Non-prior service direct petty officer enlistment
program, for personnel with specialized civilian
skills.
11. Experience Indicator (officer) - An eight digit numeric
code identifying the specialties in which the officer has
a skill, obtained by training and/or experience.
_9±

12. ?ormal Training - That training which provides exposure
to elements of the individual's rating or mobilization
assignment not usually obtained through on-the-job
training.
1 3. Inactive Duty Training: (IDT) - Authorized training performed
by a reservist not on active duty or active duty for train-
ing. IDT consists of regular drills; periods of appropriate
duty or equivalent training; or any special additional
duties authorized for reservists by the Secretary concerned,
and performed by them in connection "with the prescribed
activities of the organization to which they are assigned.
11}.. Individual Ready Reserve (IRR) - Members of the Ready
Reserve not assigned to the Selected Reserve and not on
active duty. The IRR consists of members assigned to the
ASP, ARU, and those assigned to CGRU's, VTU's and ISTU's
in non-paid drilling status.
15. Initial Active Duty for Training (IADT) - The initial active
duty for training period of a non-prior service enlistee
which is performed during a period of not less than 12
weeks and produces a trained member in a military specialty.
16. M Day - Effective date of general mobilization.
17. Mission Area - The broad scope of activities involved in a
specific task or assignment. The mission areas in which
the Coast Guard Reserve is involved are Fort Security,
Vessel Augmentation, Merchant Marine Safety, and staff




16. Mobilization - The act of ordering reservists to active
duty in the event of a war or national emergency or when
otherwise directed by the President.
1 9* Officer Programs
a) RG - (Direct Commission from [|.-1 2x6 enlisted status )--
remainder of obligated service must be performed on
IDT in a CGRU. Also refers to the now discontinued
6x8 program consisting of 0C3 followed by six months
ADT; seven and one-half years IDT in a CGRTJ — total
commissioned service 6 years.
b) RI (3x6) - Officer Candidate School followed by three
years AD; remainder of six years obligation in Ready
Reserve. Members may elect to drill with a CGRU.
c) RQ - Officer personnel with no statutory military
obligation.
20. Cn-the-Job Training (OJT) - Training at a Regular Coast
Guard unit involving actual performance of tasks under
close supervision.
21 . Pay Base Date (?3D) - A constructive date that provides a
base point from which service for pay purposes may be
readily ccmputed.
22. Ready Reserve - Consists of personnel assigned to the
Selected Reserve and Individual Ready Reserve who are
liable for active duty either in time of war, in time of




23* Reserve - Of or pertaining to an enlistment, appointment,
grade or office in a Reserve (as opposed to Regular) com-
ponent of an Armed Force.
2L\.. Reserve Categories - The Reserve is composed of three
categories; the Ready Reserve, the Standby Reserve and
the Retired Reserve.
25. Reserve Classification - A two part alpha code, the first
part of which indicates the Reserve Category such as "H"
for Ready, "S" for Standby and "Reg." for Retired. The
second part indicates the Reserve class, i.e., status with
regard to statutory military obligation and the enlistment/
reenlistment program in which the member is currently
serving.
26. Retirement Point - A numberical unit used to credit an
individual for active duty and membership and participation
in Reserve training for use in determining retirememt
benefits.
27. Satisfactory Federal Service - A year of satisfactory
Federal service is any anniversary year during which a
reservist earned a minimum of 50 retirement points. The
accumulation of 20 such years is required for retirement
eligibility.
28. Selected Reserve - That portion of the Ready Reserve con-
sisting of units and, as designated by the Secretary con-
concerned, of individual reservists with highest priority
for mobilization who participate in inactive duty training
periods and annual training in a pay status. Also includes
persons performing initial active duty for training.
9k

29. Special Active Duty for Training (SADT) - ADT which is
performed in addition to, in combination with, or in place
of AT. 3ADT in place of AT is performed under the same
restrictions as AT.
30. Standby Reserve - A category of the Reserve composed of
members other than the Ready Reserve and Retired Reserve,
who are liable for active duty only in time of war, or




Statutory obligation - A military obligation prescribed by
law and which is incurred upon initial entry into a Regular
or Reserve component of one of the Armed Forces.
32. Training/Pay Category - A single letter alpha code indicating
the training and pay category to which a reservist has been
assigned.
33. 'wartime Mission Training - Any training which prepares
individuals for war-time duties they will be required to
































Active Duty for Training
Administrative Manual for Coast Guard Reserve
(CG-296)
Automatic data processing
The Armed Forces Reserve Act
Applicant qualification test
Active status pool
Annual active duty for training
Code of Federal Regulations
Coast Guard Orientation
Coast Guard Reserve Group








































The Reserve Forces Act of 1955
Reserve Enlisted 3asic Indoctrination
Reserve Group
Reserve Officer Basic Indoctrination
Reserve Personnel Management Information System
Special Active Duty for Training
Servicemen's Group Life Insurance
Training/Pay Category
Uniform Code of Military Justice





INDEX 0? RPMI3 TRANSACTION CODES
This appendix contains a list of RPMIS data transmittal




R Okl Name Change or Submittal
100 Original Enlistment CGR
101 Reenlistment in CGR After Break in Service
102 Assignment to CGR or Regular Enlisted Member
Released from Regular CG to Fulfill Military
Obligation
Reporting of Enlisted Reservist Upon Release Prom
Extended Active Duty
Appointed Officer from Any Status Other Than
Enlisted CGR
Reporting Reserve Officer Returned from Extended
Active Duty
Resumption of Enlisted Status Upon Resignation
of Appointment as Cadet (USN, USA, USA?, U3CG)
Honorable Discharge - Expiration of Enlistment
Honorable Discharge - Expiration of Enlistment
and Reenlistment with No Break in Service
Honorable Discharge - Convenience of the Government
Honorable Discharge - Convenience of the Government
and Reenlistment with No Break in Service
R 202 Honorable Discharge - Dependency























R 2014. Honorable Discharge - Disability Not incident to
Service
Honorable Discharge - Disability Incident to Service
Honorable Discharge - Officer Honorably Discharged
at Direction of Secretary of Transportation
Honorable Discharge - Unsuitability
Honorable Discharge - Expiration of Obligation
Honorable Discharge - Expiration of Obligation and
Reenlistment with No Break in Service
General Discharge - Expiration of Enlistment
General Discharge - Convenience of Government
General Discharge - Dependency
General Discharge - Minority
General Discharge - Disability Not Incident to
Service
R 21 5 General Discharge - Disability Incident to
Service
General Discharge - Expiration of Obligation
General Discharge - Unsuitability, Unfitness,
or Misconduct
General Discharge - Disability Due to Own
Misconduct
General Discharge - Officer by Direction of The
Secretary of Transportation
Undesirable Discharge - Unfit for Duty
Bad Conduct Discharge - Sentence by Special
Courts Martial
Bad Conduct Discharge - Sentence by General
Courts Martial














R 250 Reporting Death of CGR Personnel
R 251 Cancellation of Enlistment
R 252 Honorable Discharge Convence of Gov't from
Enlisted Status CGR. Appointed Officer in CGR.
R 253 Transfer to Extended Active Duty
R 25k Honorary Retirement - Not Entitled to Pay
R 255 Retired with Pay
R 256 Appointment as Cadet in Service Academy
R 253 Officer Discharged - Other than General or Honorable
by Direction of the Secretary of Transportation
R 259 Officer Reverted to Enlisted
R 260 Dropped from Rolls (Title 33 CPR 8.6208)
R 261 Placed on Temporary Retired List Due to Physical
Disability
R 262 Placed on Permanent Retired List Due to Physical
Disability
R lj.02 Reporting from Unit in Another District
R 501 Stop 3GLI Coverage
R 502 Reduce SGLI Coverage
R 503 Start SGLI Coverage
R 5Ql\. Stop SGLI Coverage on ACDU/ACDUTRA for 31 Days or
More
R 505 Start SGLI Coverage upon Completion of ACDU/ACDUTRA
for 31 days or More
R 600 Transfer to Unit in Another District
R 700 Advancement in Enlisted Rate
Promotion CW0/W0 to Temporary Grade
R 701 Reduction in Enlisted Rate





R 702 Lateral Change in Enlisted Rate
R 703 Promotion or Change in Permanent Officer Grade
R 7014. Pay and Allowances Accrual Date
R 705 Assignment of Designator
R 706 Removal of Designator
R 707 Provisional Rate Hade Permanent
R 708 Assignment of Qualification Codes
R 709 Removal of Qualification Codes




R 722 Transfer to Initial Active Duty for Training
R 723 Reporting from Initial Active Duty for Training
R 721; Reporting Non-Fay Active Duty Training Completed
R 728 Waiver of Annual Active Duty for Training
Requirement for Current Anniversary Year
R 729 Transfer to Unit Within Current District
R 736 Federal Withholding Tax Exemptions
R 7V Reporting Correspondence Course Completion for
Points
R 7kk Group Designation
R iSh Supplemental Clothing Monetary Allowance (SUP CMA)
R 760 Establish Pay Base Date Including Prior Service
R 767 Establish PBD Upon Original Enlistment or
Appointment
R 768 Pay Base Date Change and Certification
R 769 Pay Base Date Certified
R 770 Commissioned Officers Credited with Over ?our





H 773 Entitled Command Fay
R 77^ Terminate Command Pay
R 775 Entitlement to Aviation Pay for Duty Involving
Plying for Crew Member. Issued Permanent Flight
Orders as Authorized by Commandant
R 776 Termination of Permanent or Temporary Aviation Pay
R 777 Entitlement to Aviation Pay for Duty Involving
Plying for Crew Member. Issued Temporary Plight
Orders by Competent Authority
R 778 Entitlement to Aviation Pay for Duty Involving
Non-crew Member, (Technical Observer). Issued





Certification Selective Service - Priority
Induction
Certification Selective Service - Regular
Induction










BREAKDOWN OF THE RESERVE PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM RECORDS
The RPMIS record is 850 characters long. The coding for
these data fields are listed in CC—296-1 , Reference I4.. There




Name and Address File
2. Reserve Personnel Master Record Officer
3. Reserve Personnel Master Record Enlisted
l±. Correspondence Course Record
5. Master Pay and Points Record
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